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demoralized Russians I'Rennenkampf with his staff had fled to Kovno, losing all contact with his troops'). Russian losses in East Prussia were estimated at 300,000 men and 650 guns. The shock of the defeat both at home and in allied countries was all the greater because of the high hopes raised by the Russian incursion in the stronghold of German militarism. Tannenberg, moreover, confirmed the Russian officers' corps and the rank and file of the army in the almost superstitious belief in the invincibility of the German military machine. The Russians reoccupied a fringe of East Prussia in October, 1914, but their attempts to resume the offensive in that direction (November, 1914, and February, 1915] were foiled and were finally abandoned with the great German eastward drive in 1915.
The Russian offensive in Galicia began simultaneously with that in East Prussia on August 18, X.S. In view of its ultimate outcome it is a moot question whether the Russian commanders in that theater— N. J. Ivanov, A. A. Brusilov, N. V. Ruzsky, Alekseev, and the fiery and picturesque Bulgarian Radko Dmitriev—actually deserve the praise bestowed upon them by many Russian and foreign historians.3 The real causes of Russia's initial success in Galicia were perhaps the long-range planning of the offensive (even though the plans proved wanting in many essentials) and, above all, the inherent weakness of the Austro-Hungarian army, which had few of the solid military \irtues of its German ally. Herein lies the principal difference between East Prussia and Galicia. Austrian staff work, the commissariat, and communication system, unlike those of Germany, were not substantially above the Russian level. The Austro-Hungarian army, moreover, contained a large Slav element (according to official estimates, the Germans and the Magyars accounted for only 48 per cent). Of course not all of the Austrian Slavs were pro-Russian. The Poles had good reason to prefer Vienna to Petrograd in spite of Russia's conciliator}* gesture. In August, 1914> the Grand Duke Nicholas Niiolae-vich issued a proclamation to the Polish nation which spoke of the "resurrection of the Polish people/' "brotherly reconciliation*' between Poland and Russia, the "obliteration of boundaries dividing the Poles/' and "the reunion under the scepter of the tsar" of a
3 For instance,, C. R. M. F. Crattwell, A Hist&y of the Gmtt War, J914-19J8 (Oxford, 1936), p. 51 and passim. General G. A. Daiafov, in his book, is very critical of the Galkian campaign, particularly of the part pjayed in it bjr General N. J. Ivanov, commander of a group of armies known as tbe southwestern froait.

